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Desperate to safeguard a much-
needed inheritance that is
dependent on the legacy of a long-
estranged runaway sibling, Leslie
orchestrates a reckless bargain
with an impostor who hides her
own dangerous secrets.

Refusing to abandon her children
when she receives word that America
is on the verge of nuclear war, a West
Virginia congresswoman becomes an
advocate for millions of survivors of a
devastating attack that renders most
of the nation uninhabitable.

In this timeless, mythical tale of
unforgiving justice and elusive
grace, rural Mississippi townsfolk
shoulder the pain of generations
as something dangerous lurks in
the enigmatic kudzu of the woods.

Still reeling from the deaths of neatly
his entire family, Matt must also deal
with his older brother, Danny, who, in
prison for the murder of his teenage
girlfriend, is the subject of a virtual
true crime documentary proving his
innocence – although Matt knows
better.

A man with a past shrouded in
mystery searches desperately for
a missing teenage girl whose
disappearance is triggering
disastrous consequences
throughout her community and
the world.

Bequeathed the house from where
she escaped her brutally abusive
parents, eldest child Lex Gracie
navigates complicated family loyalties
in her efforts to renovate the property
into a safe place for her traumatized
siblings.
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The Guest List
by Lucy Foley

Pretty Things
by Janelle Brown

Home Before Dark
by Riley Sager

The Sanatorium
by Sarah Pearse

The Last Flight
by Julie Clark

When No One Is Watching
by Alyssa Cole

The Power Couple
by Alex Berenson

The Wives
by Tarryn Fisher

An expertly planned celebrity
wedding between a rising
television star and an ambitious
magazine publisher is thrown into
turmoil by petty jealousies, a
college drinking game, the bride's
ruined dress, and an untimely
murder.

Twenty-five years after her father
published a wildly popular
nonfiction book based on her
family’s rushed exit from a haunted
Victorian estate, naysayer Maggie
inherits the house and begins
renovations, only to make a
number of disturbing discoveries.

Working for months on a plan to
escape her secretly violent
husband, Claire impulsively swaps
airline tickets with a stranger also
on the run before a fateful accident
compels her to assume the other’s
identity.

When their college-aged daughter
is abducted on a European family
vacation, Brian and Rebecca
Unsworth--both U.S. intelligence
staffers--race to find the kidnappers
and keep their fragile marriage
intact.

Accompanying family members to an
isolated Swiss Alps hotel to recuperate
from a traumatizing case, a woman
detective uncovers the fates of long-
ago tuberculosis patients who went
missing from the property years earlier
when it operated as a sanatorium.

Finding unexpected support from a new
friend while collecting stories from her
rapidly vanishing Brooklyn community,
Sydney uncovers sinister truths about a
regional gentrification project and why
her neighbors are moving away.

Secretly befriending one of her
husband’s two other wives, Thursday
is horrified to discover that the woman
is being violently abused by the man
they both love.

To save her mother, a con artist who
hustled to give her a decent childhood,
Nina must run her most audacious,
dangerous scam yet that involves a
privileged young heiress as they both try
to survive the greatest game of deceit
and destruction they will ever play.
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